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Abstract. The accuracy of phase unwrapping influences directly the accuracy of DEM in InSAR 
processing. This paper begins with classifying existing phase unwrapping algorithms based on the principle 
of phase unwrapping; then error sources of InSAR phase unwrapping are summarized and simulated data has 
been taken to analyze the influence of error; thirdly, two assessment methods, rewrapping after unwrapping 
and elevation comparison method separately, are adopted to evaluate phase unwrapping accuracy of a group 
of simulated and true data; Finally, some conclusions are given and an optimal strategy for phase unwrapping 
is presented at the end of this paper after the error analysis and accuracy assessment of InSAR phase 
unwrapping.  
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1. Introduction 
Phase unwrapping, which restores the real phase difference from repeated observations of the same terrain 
point, is one of the main steps in InSAR processing. The accuracy of real phase difference influences directly 
the precision of DEM generation or deformation detection. The aim of this paper is to figure out optimal 
unwrapping strategy for reducing unwrapping error and raising unwrapping precision after study error 
sources of phase unwrapping and analysis accuracy of current main phase unwrapping algorithms.  
The principal of phase unwrapping describes as follow:  

, ,( | | ) minp
i j i jW ϕ ψΔ − Δ =∑  

While: ,i jψΔ is wrapped phase gradient, ,i jϕΔ is unwrapped phase gradient, W is the weighting factor, 
which can control error propagation during the procedure, and P is the norm which is another parameter that 
can control error propagation. It is obviously that incorrect weight and norm will raise more unwrapping 
errors during phase unwrapping. Therefore, phase unwrapping algorithm can be considered as an optimized 
strategy of residues in unwrapping area.   

Phase unwrapping can be classified into three kinds according to different processing method to residues, 
also described as different norm. 

p=0: it is a strategy of avoiding residues and minimizing the remainder between original wrapped phase 
gradient and unwrapped phase gradient. It is a path-following method including Goldstein' branch-cut, 
Quality-Guided, Mask-cut, Region-Growing, Flynn' Minimum WMD and so on. 

p=2: it is based on Minimum Norm Method to minimize the difference between original wrapped phase 
gradient and unwrapped phase gradient. It adopts adjustment to distribute errors within the whole image to 
reduce local errors, such method includes Unweighted Least Squares Method (LSM), DCT, Minimum Lp-
Norm, Gauss-Seidel, Multi-grid and PCG and so on. 
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p=1: it minimizes local errors and avoid error promulgate by network flow technology, this kind of 
method belongs to network flowing method and mainly includes MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm.  

Improper weight and norm may enlarge unwrapping error in unwrapping processing. After analyzing 
error sources of phase unwrapping, the paper evaluates accuracy of different algorithms and summarizes 
their advantages and disadvantages and suitable application condition as well.  

2. The analysis for error source of phase unwrapping 
Given the ideal interferogram data, the process from the formation of interogram to phase unwrapping 
completed is shown in Figure 1: 

           
(a)True phase image                                 (b)wrap phase and unwrapped phase   

Fig. 1: Unwrapping process in ideal case 

Assumed that the true sampling phase gradient is ,i jψΔ , and the unwrapped sampling phase gradient is 
,i jϕΔ ,(same for the whole paper).as we known, all true sampling phase gradient meets ,| |i jψ πΔ <  under 

the ideal condition. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the phase unwrapping to the interferogram can be 
completely restored to the real phase in this case, that is, the real phase map is consistent with unwrapping 
phase map totally. 

In most cases, however, the actual results of phase unwrapping will not consistent with true phase for 
errors that exist in interferogram. And the errors mainly come from the following three sources: 

First of all, phase confusion caused by sharp change of terrain. As to terrain region with sharp changes, 
the fringes take on acute irregularity in the interferogram, and phase confusion is certainly exist in wrapping 
operation, therefore, errors will induct in phase unwrapping and make it difficult to restore true phase under 
fixed Nyquist sampling frequency, as it is shown in Figure 2. 

,| |i jψ πΔ >

              
(a)true phase in the terrain region with sharp change             (b)wrap phase and unwrapped phase 

Fig. 2: Unwrapping process in the case of phase confusion 
When true sampling phase gradient doesn’t consist with the condition of ,| |i jψ πΔ <  in the non-ideal 

case, It is demonstrated in Figure 2 that the interferogram generated can not restore to the true phase through 
unwrapping, also the true phase (Figure 2.a) and the unwrapped phase (figure2.b) are not exactly the same. 

Secondly, phase distortion caused by poor SNR. When interferogram generating, poor SNR, which is 
caused by the noise in Image formation and original scattered signal reception, the near range compression, 
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foreshortening, layover of SAR image and error accumulation during coregistration, will leads to disorder 
fringes in interferogram and will prevent the restoring of true phase. Unwrapped phase will include distortion 
in this case as shown in Figure 3. 

           
(a) true phase and distortion phase                  (b) wrap phase and unwrapped phase  

Fig. 3: Unwrapping process in the case of phase distortion 
These two kinds of error source conceal true value of phase mainly by reducing the quality of the 

interferogram, they appear in interferogram as disordered fringes, phase jump. and result in errors between 
the true phase and unwrapped phase. 

Thirdly, improper phase unwrapping algorithms selected. The difficulty of phase unwrapping lies in the 
strategy of error control to the low quality region of interferogram and how to restore the true phase to the 
maximum extent as well. However, improper algorithm will cause residual errors which may promulgate to 
non-residual regions. From the mathematical model illustrated above, we know that the difference of various 
unwrapping algorithm mainly reflects on the different value of weight and norm. Different norm value 
means different optimal strategy to the residues, and plays an important role in the overall robust of the 
unwrapped result; Different weight has different effect on controlling the spread of local error during 
unwrapping. Therefore, proper norm and weight option based on the quality and feathers in different 
interferogram regions can give attention to both accuracy and consistency of unwrapping. In contrast, 
improper unwrapping algorithms always select wrong weight or wrong norm value without any 
consideration of the interferogram. 

Simulated data is given to illustrate the influence of unwrapped results according to improper norm and 
weight value as follows. 

 (a)original interferogram       (b) norm = 0                    (c)norm = 1                   (d) norm = 2                  (e)  norm =2 
and unweighted               and weighted 

Fig. 4: Unwrapped map of different norm and weight value(data source: ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med) 

From Figure 4.a, large area’s intensive phase distortion, the main source of unwrapping errors, exists in 
the original interferogram. When p=0(Figure 4.b), error spread can be prevented in unwrapping processing, 
but serious phase inconsistence exists in the phase distortion region; Comparing with the case of p=2(Figure 
4.d), the later keep better consistency in whole image, but still exists some discontinuity in unwrapping, and 
the region is larger than the former, indicating the spread of error; In the case of P=1(Figure 4.c), both error 
spread prevention and unwrapping error minimum are obtained.  

As to the role of weight, we can analyzed from figure 4.d and figure 4.e, it is obvious that the 
discontinuity region of unwrapped map for weighted strategy is seriously less than that for unweighted 
strategy, which means that proper weight value actually plays a role in reducing errors, preventing error 
spread and improving the accuracy of unwrapping. 

Therefore, the norm and weight value of improper unwrapping algorithms may reduce the accuracy of 

ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med
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unwrapping, and damage both accuracy and continuity of unwrapped result. 

3. The assessment of accuracy for phase unwrapping 
So far, two main methods for phase unwrapping accuracy assessment are presented: Firstly, rewrapping after 
unwrapping. The rewrapped phase can be obtained by subtracting (or adding) the multiple of 2π   from 
unwrapped phase and the remainder between rewrapped map and the wrapped map can be used to determine 
the accuracy for unwrapping; Secondly, elevation comparison method. It is an indirect precision estimation 
method of unwrapping, that is, using same processing steps to generate DEM after phase unwrapping of 
different strategy, transmitting the errors of phase unwrapping to DEM, then assess the accuracy of phase 
unwrapping through comparison of DEM accuracy generated.  

3.1. Data description 
Experiments in this paper uses a pair of simulation data and a pair of true data to analysis the accuracy  of 
phase unwrapping algorithms. 

Table 1:  Related information of experimental data 
Data(Interferogram) Data size Residues number Quality map 

ERS1/2，Bonn，Germany 1247*1424 1503 Coherence map 
Simulated data 512*512 5808 Phase derivative variance map 

 

 
(a)Simulation Interferogram  (b)Related Residuals    (c) Interferogram of        (d)Related Residuals 

                                                 distribution Image          Bonn Germany             distribution Image 
Fig. 5: Related residuals distribution image 

3.2. Rewrapping after unwrapping evaluation method to simulated data  
Since the DEM data related to simulation data is unavailable, the rewrapping method is adopted to provide 
quantitative assessment of unwrapping results. 

According to the absolute remainder of data from rewrapping image and original interferogram, they are 
separated into five levels (unit: rad): <0.05, 0.05-0.1, 0.1-0.15, 0.15-0.2, >0.2, and define the proportion of 
level 1 as unwrapping accuracy. The experimental data’s proportion of residues is 2.215% 
(5808/512*512*100%), so only those unwrapping algorithms result is acceptable that the accuracy of 
rewrapping higher than 97.785%. 

Table 2: Unwrapping precision estimation of simulated data 

Unwrapping  Method ＜0.05 0.05-0.10 0.10-0.15 0.15-0.20 ＞0.2 Unwrapping precision 
Goldstein  262101 1 0 0 42 99.984% 

Quality-Guided  262095 0 0 0 49 99.981% 

Mask-cut  262091 1 0 0 52 99.979% 

Region-Growing 233933 531 433 423 26824 96.906% 

Minimum WMD  262144 0 0 0 0 100.00% 

Unweighted LSM  4767 5146 5218 4665 242309 1.82% 

DCT  4871 5016 4038 4807 241032   1.88% 

Multi-grid  261902 0 0 0 242 99.907% 

PCG  4088 4235 5413 4307 244101 1.559％ 

Minimum Lp-Norm  261897 0 0 0 247 99.906％ 

Minimum Cost Flow 262144 0 0 0 0 99.605％ 

Gauss-Seidel  5815 5641 5590 5680 239418 2.218％ 
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Fig. 6: The accuracy of phase unwrapping for simulated data 

The estimation results table above indicates that ULSM, DCT, Gauss-Seidel and PCG unwrapping algorithm 
are defective in preserving unwrapping accuracy. Despite the low quality of the interferogram, the improper 
algorithm adapted is the main reason that causes so poor accuracy of unwrapping result. As these Minimum 
Norm Methods adjust local residues error to the entire image, it is difficult to satisfy unwrapping accuracy 
whenever the image data contains a large amount of residues. Meanwhile, Regional Growth method is also 
infeasible in dealing with image data of many residues. 

3.3. Elevation-Comparison evaluation method to true data 
Since the rewrapping after unwrapping method is not universal in evaluating the accuracy of unwrapping 
method, for instance, the Minimum Norm Method itself is not especially suitable for the interferogram with 
intensive residues; On the other hand, the accuracy of phase unwrapping influences the accuracy of DEM 
directly, which is the final products of InSAR processing. Therefore, accuracy evaluation of phase 
unwrapping for the true data can be given through comparison of DEM obtained from InSAR and that from 
topographic map. 

This method is implemented as follows: firstly, unwrap the interferogram the true data of Bonn, 
Germany, with different unwrapping algorithms; secondly, figure out the longitude and latitude of more than 
10 random control points of uniform distribution, compute the height of these points by subsequently InSAR 
process; Thirdly, measure the height of each corresponding control point in the topographic map; Finally, 
evaluate the error of these points through comparing the height value from the third step with that from 
InSAR process, after eliminating some obvious error points, the accuracy of phase unwrapping can be 
obtained. The table below shows the height value measured from the topographic map. 

Table 3, Control points information from Bonn, Germany 

Control point 
index 

x coordinate y coordinate Elevation value from 
topographic map(m) 

1 96 1043 58.75 
2 59 1120 51.25 
3 98 1091 49.00 
4 192 1094 53.75 
5 146 1141 58.00 
6 412 665 45.00 
7 509 603 49.00 
8 638 609 55.00 
9 578 540 45.00 

10 474 693 46.00 
11 377 588 45.00 
12 500 792 55.00 
13 383 730 45.00 

Elevation is calculated with the same elevation-computing method from unwrapped results of different 
unwrapping algorithms, and the height accuracy is evaluated through calculating the RMS of these 
corresponding 13 control points. 
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Table 4:The elevation accuracy with different unwrapping method  

          abs for Elevation accuracy (m) Unwrapping method 
Minimum erro Maximum error RMS 

Goldstein’branch-cut 2.49 18.05 10.4073 
Quality-Guided 2.50 18.05 10.4071 
Mask-cut  1.28 19.13 10.13 
Region-Growing 2.49 18.05 10.4101 
Minimal WMD 2.5 18.05 10.4071 
Guass-Seidel 0.80 39.94 18.6596 
DCT  1.9 38.70 15.11 
Multi-grid 1.25 28.29 11.1696 
PCG  0.59 23.85 11.44 
Minimal Lp-Norm 2.50 18.05 10.4071 
Unweight LSM 0.40 42.68 16.9133 
Network flowing(mst) 2.5 18.05 10.4072 
Network flowing(mcf) 2.5 18.05 10.4072 
Network flowing(L1-Norm) 3.4 21.01 13.2012 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

Fig. 7: Height accuracy map for phase unwrapping 

From the chart above, most Minimum Norm Method result in lower accuracy and they are not suitable 
to deal with those interferogram that has over-density residues, since it is not capable of preventing residue 
error from spreading to the whole image, this is the main reason that causes lower precision. Nevertheless, 
the Network-Flowing algorithm shows its advantage in this case, when using different cost model functions 
unwrapping accuracy can be improved to some extent.  

4. Conclusion 
After analyzing phase unwrapping from experiments and theories mentioned above, we can come to the 
conclusions that: 

Firstly, current methods of phase unwrapping just focus on the interferogram itself and merely find a 
compatible fittest method of unwrapping by analyzing error sources. Different error source may appear in 
interferogram as different features, therefore, based on deep analysis of these different features we should 
construct new models from uncertainty errors and design new unwrapping method to fit these different errors 
sources.  

Secondly, Searching for better optimal criteria is able to improve the precision, stability and consistency 
of unwrapping result. 

Thirdly, the selection of cost model takes essential effects on the network flow based unwrapping 
algorithm and better cost model is expected to improve phase unwrapping accuracy.  

At the end of this paper, reasonable phase unwrapping strategy is presented after considering 
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comprehensively the time cost, memory requirements, efficiency, accuracy, and other factors that influence 
phase unwrapping: phase unwrapping begins with branch-cut method, find reasons if failed; The second step 
is choose an appropriate method among quality-guide, mask-cut, PCG, Multi-grid method and so on 
referring to the reason mentioned in the above, turn to the next step if not perfect.; The final step is to use the 
minimal WMD method and(or) network-flowing method until complete. 
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 Mining Subsidence Monitoring by Using the Information of Ground 
Sunk Seeper  
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Abstract. First on the basis of comprehensive analysis of the cause of ground sunk seeper and 
its relation with coal collapsing, this paper proposes the feasibility of monitoring surface collapsing by the 
use of information of ground sunk seeper caused by coal mining collapse; then take the Kailuan Coal Field as 
an example, by means of the ground sunk seeper information extracted from 6 temporal RS image, the 
relation between Kailuan coal field collapsing and ground sunk seeper are analyzed. The trend of the coal 
ground collapsing can be reflected more clearly by using the information of ground sunk seeper. 

Keywords: ground sunk seeper, mining subsidence, dynamic detection, remote sensing 

1. Introduction 
Ground subsidence in mining area not only do serious damage to land resources, surface engineering project, 
ground facilities and the surrounding environment but also badly influence people’s work and lives and 
greatly hinder the economic development in the mining area. It has become a hazardous environmental 
problem which needs prompt treatment. Based in Tangshang city, HeBei province, Kailuan Coal Mine is a 
large mine where the hazardous problem of ground subsidence is really severe. This paper is devoted to 
analyzing and investigating the cause and affecting factors of ground sunk in Kailuan Coal Mine field, and to 
the way to detect and evaluate ground subsidence through studying ground subsidence, which is expected to 
have positive influence upon research and monitoring of the mine area subsidence. 

2. The principle of using ground sunk seeper information to monitor coal 
mining collapse 

2.1. Submitting The cause of ground sunk seeper and its affecting factors 
Ground sunk seeper in coal mining area is mainly caused by the following three factors: 

1. Because of continuing ground subsidence in mining area, groundwater will emerge on the ground 
when the depth of the ground subsidence is lower than the level of groundwater. 

2. With lots of rivers and lakes in the subsidence area, when the ground surface in the mining subsidence 
area is lower than the level of the river dam and the subsoil of that area is pervious easily, water will seep in 
the subsidence area and raise the groundwater level, causing ground sunk seeper. 

3. The main cause of the ground sunk seeper in the subsidence area is that the penetrating quality of that 
area is low. For example, the subsoil is composed of mud of clay, when the coal mining collapses, ground 
surface will become a closed basin, and the precipitation is high, water will accumulated in the subsiding 
basin. 

2.2. The role of ground sunk seeper information in monitoring the mining collapse 
Obviously, the ground sunk seeper is caused by ground subsidence, which means that the emerging of the 
ground sunk seeper area is later than the collapse and the area of ground sunk seeper is far smaller than the 
area of subsidence area. The ground sunk seeper area is the area which collapses most dramatically. The 
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